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Empowering Digital
Possibilities.

 Welcome to Ebtekar Information Systems Company, where we embody innovation and technological transformation in the business world. We are committed to providing you with the latest and best technology solutions to enable your success and growth in a rapidly changing environment.
See More
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Empowering Digital
Futures.

Since our establishment in 2008, we have been dedicated to delivering tailored solutions that meet our clients' needs. We have an exceptional team of professionals who are committed to achieving your goals and improving your operations through technology.
See More
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Empowering Digital
Technology. 

We are committed to staying at the forefront as a forward-looking company. We provide digital solutions and services across various domains and play a leading role in driving digital transformation.
See More
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Our Services
We are dedicated to delivering exceptional services that exceed your expectations and drive your success.
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[image: box icon]VAS & SMS
Through our direct connections via SMPP with mobile operators in Libya (Libyana and Al Madar Al Jadid), our platform allows you to receive and send SMS and meet all your direct messaging needs with your customers in Libya, including custom SMS, custom short codes, toll free short numbers and more.
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[image: box icon]DCB
Ebtekar Company provides the main aggregation platform, Connex DCB, to enable the possibility of linking applications, platforms, electronic services, and electronic payment services via the balance of mobile phone network subscribers in Libya, Libyana Mobile Phone, and Al-Madar Al-Jadeed.
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[image: box icon]Web Development
 We design and develop sophisticated and engaging websites tailored to your needs.
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[image: box icon]Mobile Development
Using programming languages and Development skills to create, test, and develop applications on mobile devices
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In an era of rapid digital transformation and increasing reliance on technology, cybersecurity takes center stage. At our company, cybersecurity is a top priority.
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We offer Odoo ERP service as a comprehensive solution for companies seeking to enhance their business management, efficiency, and productivity. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is the latest technology that allows companies to seamlessly integrate and manage all their operations.
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What Clients Say
We believe that, you'll also love our works.
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Cybersecurity
Ebtekar takes decisive step to protect the Libyan DCB market with Evina's Al-driven carrier billing cybersecurity protection
[image: image]Evina Cybersecurity
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Our achievement is just Great! 
 Thanks to all of our clients.
Successfully processed over 20 million SMS's on Libyana and Almadar networks in the past decade. Current hold on nearly 1 million active subscribers on our Connex platform. Developed state-of-the-art platforms and mobile apps for various prestigious clients, including pivotal digital transformation projects for LIPTC Holding. A proud owner of 6 well-received mobile apps available on both Apple App Store and Google Play, garnering thousands of active users.
	99%Satisfaction Clients
	45Employees
	+50Project Completed
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Our Projects
Explore Our Impressive Portfolio of Projects.
AllAppsWebsite
Applicationwebsite
[image: projects img]LingoLearning with Lingo is not just an educational experience, it is a fun adventure that you will not want to stop. We offer short, interesting lessons that enhance your skills efficiently and effectively.
See More

Lingo



Applicationwebsite
[image: projects img]StadioStay in the know, never miss a match, and dive into the world of football like never before with the Stadio app at your fingertips.
See More

Stadio



Applicationwebsite
[image: projects img]BekamThe application is the best application to know all the prices of goods in Libya. Through it, you can know the price of the dollar against the dinar, the prices of gold in Libya, the prices of building materials, and others.
See More

Bekam



Applicationwebsite
[image: projects img]TriviaWatch the content and educate yourself,It is an entertainment and cultural service, provided exclusively to distinguished subscribers, an online service that includes amazing facts, useful information, and beautiful content.
See More

Trivia



Applicationwebsite
[image: projects img]ElformaRegular exercise plays an important role in maintaining a healthy and balanced lifestyle. It is one of the basic methods for maintaining a healthy body and mind, and is commonly practiced to achieve various goals, such as losing weight, increasing muscle mass, and improving fitness and physical ability. By following a healthy and balanced diet and getting enough sleep and rest to achieve the desired goals.
See More

Elforma



website
[image: projects img]Liby AIis a website that aims to develop artificial intelligence in Libya. We strive to develop innovative technology solutions including artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural language processing and other cutting-edge technologies. In addition
See More

Liby AI



website
[image: projects img]HayatThe Hayat Breast Cancer Early Detection Program aims to raise awareness of the importance of early detection and prevention of breast cancer and to empower women to take the necessary steps to maintain their health. The program includes several innovative activities and services.
See More

Hayat



website
[image: projects img]HadefHadef platform helps content creators communicate with their followers and audiences, and also provides them with cognitive support to develop their skills.
See More

Hadef



Application
[image: projects img]SahatunaThe “Sahtuna” application is an application dedicated to enabling you to follow up on your treatment request with ease from home. You can also see the content of the application as a visitor before the process of creating an account, and it also shows you the latest news and developments of the device.
See More

Sahatuna
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Application
[image: projects img]ShkoonThe “Shkoun” app is a free tool designed to provide information about phone numbers easily and conveniently.
See More

Shkoon
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Our Partners
Together we grow, in the most innovative way.
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Send Message > 

Have A Great Project?
Let’s Be In Touch!
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	Since our inception in 2008, Ebtekar Information Systems has been at the forefront of the IT and Telecom revolution in Libya. Read More
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